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Efforts to Address Replication Crisis

• Proposed solution: More funding and 
publication of replication efforts

• NIH supports training of researchers and 
graduate students to promote replication 
of results

• Suggestion that replication of results 
should be required before publication, or 
inclusion in a registry for decision-
making (e.g. What Works Clearinghouse)

• But … replication itself is not a well-
established method
• No consensus on what replication is, what 

constitutes as a replication study, and how 
to analyze and interpret one. 



Building a Replication Science (Wong (PI), Steiner, Co-PI)

Introduce the Causal Replication Framework, which defines assumptions for 
replicating the causal effect of a well-defined treatment effect

The purpose of replication is to evaluate whether a well-defined treatment effect 
replicates à Replication failure occurs when one or more assumption is violated 

Replication failure is not inherently a problem, as long as we have a systematic 
ways for understanding why failure occurred (sources of effect heterogeneity!)

Our goal is to present replication from a design-based approach to understand why
replication failure occurs.

• How can research designs be used to address and test replication assumptions 
systematically?

• How can diagnostic measures can be used for assessing replication assumptions? 



What is Replication?
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“Replication is a methodological tool based on a
repetition of procedure that is involved in

establishing a fact, truth or piece of knowledge” 
(Schmidt, 2009)

Most [replication] definitions emphasize the repeating an experimental 
procedure (Schmidt, 2009)

à direct replication (exact or close replication)



What is Replication?

“Replication is a methodological tool based on a
repetition of procedure that is involved in

establishing a fact, truth or piece of knowledge” 
(Schmidt, 2009)

Most [replication] definitions emphasize repeating an experimental 
procedure (Schmidt, 2009)

à direct replication (exact or close replication)

“Close replications refer to those replications that are based on 
methods and procedures as close as possible to the original study”        
(Brandt et al., 2014)



Challenges with Current Definition

Replication quality is judged by how closely the replication is able to repeat 
methods and procedures from original study (Brandt et al., 2014, Kahneman, 2014)

But,
1. Original study may fail to report all relevant and necessary methods, 

making direct replication difficult if not impossible (Hansen, 2011)

2. Privileges methods and procedures in original study … but original study 
may be flawed or not perfectly implemented

3. Replication of methods is not the primary goal of replication. We want 
replication of effects. 



What is Replication? … Revisited

“Replication is a methodological tool based on a
repetition of procedure that is involved in

establishing a fact, truth or piece of knowledge” 
(Schmidt, 2009)

Focus on the “fact, truth, or piece of knowledge” that we want to establish 
• Mathematically, we say the goal is to replicate the causal effect of a well-

defined treatment effect à Causal estimand
• Causal estimand is defined as the causal effect of a well-defined treatment-control 

contrast for a clearly defined target population and setting.
• This means that repeating methods and procedures will help in achieving 

goal, but it is not required
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What is Replication? … Revisited

“Replication is a methodological tool based on a
repetition of procedure that is involved in

establishing a fact, truth or piece of knowledge” 
(Schmidt, 2009)

Focus on the “fact, truth, or piece of knowledge” that we want to establish 
• In program evaluation, we say the goal is to replicate the causal effect of a 

well-defined treatment effect à Causal estimand
• Causal estimand is defined as the causal effect of a well-defined treatment-control 

contrast for a clearly defined target population and setting.
• This means that repeating methods and procedures will help in achieving 

goal, but it is not required



Causal Replication Framework



Successful Replication of the Causal Estimand

Successful replication can be expected only if the causal estimand in the 
original and replication study is identical.

In most current replication studies, the causal estimand is not well-defined. 
The reader must surmise it from the study description.

Introduce the Causal Replication Framework to address challenges: 
• Derived using potential outcomes notation (Rubin, 1977)
• Implies a research design perspective for determining “high quality” replication
• Focus mostly on causal identification and estimation (point estimation) but ignore 

efficiency and power issues [for now]



Assumption Source of Variation Replication Design

R1. Treatment and Outcome 
Stability 

Is there variation in treatment and 
control conditions, and in the 
outcome measures used? 

Multi-Arm treatment 
designs / 
Replication of proximal 
and distal measures

R2. Equivalence of the Causal 
Estimand

Is there variation in contexts, 
study settings, and sample 
characteristics across studies?

Multi-site designs / 
Robustness checks / 
switching replication 
designs / multiple cohort 
designs

S1. & S2. Identification and 
Estimation Assumptions 

Do different research designs and 
estimation approaches produce 
the same result? 

Design-replication 
studies / Robustness 
checks with alternative 
model specifications

S3. Correct Reporting Given the same data and syntax 
files, are multiple investigators 
able to reproduce the same 
results? 

Reproducibility /
Reanalysis Designs
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Replication failure occurs when one or more 
assumption is violated. 

When the researcher is able to test one or 
more assumptions systematically -- while 
addressing all other assumptions -- the 
researcher may identify why replication 
failure occurred. 
à Achieved through prospective research designs 

Replication failure is not inherently a 
problem, as long as the researcher 
understand why.



Design-based Approach to Replication 

• When results do not replicate in direct replication studies, the 
researcher concludes that individual study results were biased or 
incorrectly reported.

• When results fail to replicate in conceptual replication studies, the 
researcher concludes the presence of effect variation. 

• The Causal Replication Framework provides assumptions for 
determining “high quality” direct and conceptual replication designs 
for the purpose of identifying sources of effect heterogeneity. 
• Understanding effect heterogeneity is critical for generalization of effects



Using Multiple Conceptual Replication 
Designs for Uncovering Systematic Sources 
of Effect Variation: An Example 

Cohen, Wong, Krishnamachari, & Berlin, 2019;
Wong, Steiner, & Anglin, in press;
Krishnamachari, Wong, & Cohen, in progress



Systematic Replication in Teacher Education
(Julie Cohen & Vivian Wong)

Does coaching improve teacher 
candidates’ pedagogical practice in 
virtual classroom settings? (Cohen, 
Wong, Krishnamachari, & Berlin, 
2019)

Are coaching effects robust across 
systematic sources of effect 
heterogeneity? (Krishnamachari, 
Wong, & Cohen, in progress) 



Continuous, Planned RCT Evaluations

• Along with a longitudinal data tracking system, we have 
instituted a series of systematic RCT evaluations throughout 
teacher candidates’ training period.

• RCTs are conducted in each semester of the Teacher Education 
”methods” courses.



Continuous, Planned RCT Evaluations
• 1 pilot study for standardizing, validating procedures & measures

• By the end of Spring 2020, 
total of N = 5 RCTs available

• Approximately 100 candidates included in each RCT.

• RCT samples are not all independent across semesters



Potential 
Sources of 
Coaching 
Effect 
Variation

Time of study

Practice pedagogical tasks

Population characteristics

Mode of session delivery 
(Online vs In-Person) / Settings



Replication 
Designs for 
Testing 
Sources of 
Effect 
Variation 

RCTs with multiple cohorts to evaluate 
replication success across time

Switching replication to evaluate replication 
success across pedagogical tasks in the 
simulator

“Matched” conceptual replications to evaluate 
replication success across populations (teacher 
educator vs. undergraduates) and settings
(online vs. in-person)



RCTs with Multiple Cohorts

Coaching

Self-Reflection
R

Do coaching effects 
replicate at different time 
points for two cohorts of 
teacher candidates with 
similar characteristics (in 

the same institution)?Self-Reflection
R

Coaching

Cohort 1

Cohort 2

𝜏!

𝜏"

= ?



Switching Replication Design

Self-Reflection

Self-Reflection

Coaching
R

𝜏! 𝜏"

Leading a Text-
Based Discussion

Setting Classroom 
Norms

Do coaching effects replicate when teacher 
candidates are engaged in different pedagogical 

tasks in the simulated environment?

?
=

Coaching



Switching Replication Designs

• Allows researcher to evaluate 
whether effects replicate 
across systematic sources of 
variation (time, settings)

• Allows all units to receive 
treatment allocation

• Increased statistical power 
due to shared units across 
studies (reduced variance in 
outcomes).

• Appropriate only when 
treatments have immediate 
and short-term effects

• Must adjust for 
dependencies in standard 
errors across studies.

Advantages Limitations



(Matched) Conceptual Replication with 
Different Units and Settings

R

Do coaching effects replicate for different sub-
populations (units) in different settings

(training programs)?

Self-
Reflection

Coaching

Undergraduates exploring 
teaching as a profession

𝜏! 𝜏"

Candidates enrolled in a teacher 
prep program

R

Self-
Reflection

Coaching

?
=



(Matched) Conceptual Replication with 
Different Modes of Delivery

R

Do coaching effects replicate for 
different modes of delivery?

Self-
Reflection

Coaching

Candidates complete 
simulator sessions via 

zoom

𝜏! 𝜏"

Candidates complete 
simulator sessions in-person

R

Self-
Reflection

Coaching

?
=



R1. Treatment /
Outcome Stability

R2. Equivalent Causal 
Estimand S1. Identification S2. Estimation S3. Reporting

RCTs with 
Multiple Cohort

Similar treatment 
implementation
and outcome 
measurement 
properties

Participants
Settings
Causal quantity
Time❌

Balanced groups from 
the RCT

Robust over multiple 
model specifications

Verified by reanalysis 
from independent 
reporter

Switching 
Replication

Similar treatment 
implementation
and outcome 
measurement 
properties

Participants
Settings❌
Causal quantity
Time

Balanced groups from 
the RCT

Robust over multiple 
model specifications

Verified by reanalysis 
from independent 
reporter

Matched 
Replication with 
Different Units, 
Settings

Similar treatment 
implementation
and outcome 
measurement 
properties

Participants❌
Settings❌
Causal quantity
Time

Balanced groups from 
the RCT

Robust over multiple 
model specifications

Verified by reanalysis 
from independent 
reporter

Matched 
Replication with 
Different Modes of 
Delivery

Similar treatment 
implementation
and outcome 
measurement 
properties

Participants
Settings❌
Causal quantity
Time

Balanced groups from 
the RCT

Robust over multiple 
model specifications

Verified by reanalysis 
from independent 
reporter

Planned Sources of Systematic Variation



Analysis of Replication Results

1. Check research design assumptions for each study and for 
systematic replication studies using balance tables.

2. Estimate individual effects for each study
3. Estimate meta-analytic effect across studies 
• Examine evidence of effect heterogeneity across individual studies using Q 

statistic  (Hedges & Schauer, 2019)

4. Use correspondence tests to assess pairwise comparisons for 
identifying source(s) of effect heterogeneity 
(Steiner & Wong, 2018)
• Present evidence based on conclusion-based metrics and statistical 

difference of results



Balance on Systematic Variation Factors
Study S22 Study S21 Study S12 Study S41 Study S32

Means Means Means Means Means
R.2. Unit Characteristics
GPA 3.48 3.54 3.49 3.50 3.57
% Either parent a teacher 0.42 0.44 0.31 0.27 0.44
% Mother education- college or above 0.98 0.98 0.85 0.84 0.84
% Father education- college or above 0.85 0.84 0.73 0.85 0.76
% Female 0.73 0.75 0.79 0.50 0.72
% Over the age of 21 0.50 0.45 0.47 0.36 0.43
% White 0.86 0.85 0.80 0.60 0.73
Location of high school attended

% Rural 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.06
% Suburban 0.65 0.51 0.59 0.69 0.20
% Urban 0.14 0.28 0.22 0.18 0.67

% Low SES 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.04 0.05
% Middle SES 0.70 0.70 0.51 0.62 0.12
% High SES 0.23 0.22 0.34 0.33 0.54

Majority race of high school attended
% Primarily students of color 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.07
% Mixed 0.53 0.55 0.50 0.39 0.23
%  Primarily white students 0.41 0.36 0.35 0.52 0.23

% Primarily low achieving 0.07 0.07 0.11 0.04 0.08
% Primarily middle achieving 0.54 0.57 0.42 0.42 0.42
%  Primarily high achieveing 0.39 0.36 0.47 0.54 0.50

R.2. Context Characteristics
Pedagogical Task Setting Norms Providing Feedback Setting Norms Setting Norms Setting Norms
Training Context Methods Course Methods Course Methods Course Teaching as a Profession Methods Course
Mode of Delivery In-person In-person In-person In-person Virtual
R.3. Timing Spring 2019 Fall 2018 Spring 2018 Fall 2019 Spring 2020
N 98 99 99 95 104

Average SES of high school attended

Average achievement level of high school attended



Balance on Systematic Replication Factors

Study S22 Study S21 Study S12 Study S41 Study S32

R.1. Outcome Stability 
(Pretest mean & sd)

 3.46
(1.33)

3.94
(1.30)

 3.64
(1.22)

- 2.82
(0.86)

R.1 Coaching (Treatment) Fidelity 0.33 0.44 0.28 0.27 --

A.1. Research Design RCT RCT RCT RCT RCT

A.2. Estimation Strategy Regression-
adjustment

Regression-
adjustment

Regression-
adjustment

Regression-
adjustment

Regression-
adjustment

A.3. Independent Reproducibility Yes NA NA NA NA



Coaching Effects 

Study 1 (Spring 2018)
Study 2 (Fall 2018)
Study 3 (Spring 2019)
Study 4 (Fall 2019 TAP)
Study 5 (Spring 2020)

Overall
Heterogeneity: I2 = 85.19%, H2 = 6.75
Test of θi = θj: Q(4) = 27.00, p = 0.00
Test of θ = 0: z = 13.37, p = 0.00

Study

-1 0 1 2

Effect Size

1.73
1.40
1.30
0.32
1.72

1.31

Fixed-effects meta-analysis



Uncovering Sources of Effect Variation
• Each replication study was designed to evaluate replication 

success/failure through a series of systematic variations.
• Assess replication success/failure through pairwise comparisons of 

studies.  
• Goal is to identify a pattern of results that identify why effect 

heterogeneity was detected in meta-analytic analysis. 

Study 3
Benchmark Study 

Study 1 Multiple cohort design

Study 2 Switching Replication Design

Study 4
Study 5

Conceptual Replication with 
Different Units & Settings; 

Modes of Delivery



Comparison of Results Across Studies

x



Conclusions about the Robustness of Coaching Effects

• Coaching effects were robust pedagogical tasks, time, and mode of delivery
• But not for different participant characteristics and their backgrounds.

• Shows how researchers can combine multiple research designs to assess 
replicability across sources of systematic variation
• Also demonstrates systematic ways to report the limits of our interpretation when multiple 

factors vary simultaneously

• Provides evidence that using research designs such as switching replications can 
considerably improve statistical power due to shared variance

• Illustrates that we can learn different things by pooling treatment effects (using 
meta-analysis) and by conducting pairwise comparisons of treatment effects 
(correspondence test) 

• Questions remain about additional sources variation … 



TeachSim Replication 2.0 (2021-2022) Cohen (PI), Wong (co-PI)

Systematic Replication 1: Multi-site design 
• UVA, Rio-Grande Valley, Southern Methodist University
• What is the overall effect of coaching? Do effects replicate across sites?

Systematic Replication 2: Switching Replication 
• Do coaching effects replicate across different pedagogical tasks?

Systematic Replication 3: Replication of Outcomes
• Do coaching effects replication on more distal outcomes as measured in live 

classroom settings? 



Systematic Replication of ReadWell in First Grade (2020-2025)
Solari (PI), Wong (Co-PI), Baker (Co-PI), Richards-Tutor (Co-PI)

Systematic Replication 1: Multi-site design 
• Sites in California, Texas, and Virginia
• Intervention delivered by researchers
• What are the overall effects of Read Well? 
• Do effects replicate across sites?

Success: Replication 2a- Multiple cohort design 
• Sites in California, Texas, and Virginia
• Intervention delivered by school personnel
• What are the overall effects of Read Well? 
• Do effect replicate across sites? 
• Do effects replicate across different modes of delivery by 

cohorts?

Failure: Replication 2b - Multi-arm Treatment 
• Sites in California, Texas, and Virginia
• Intervention 1: Enhanced RW1 by researchers
• Intervention 2: Enhanced RW1 by school personnel
• What are effects of Enhanced RW1? 
• Do effects for Enhanced RW1 replicate by treatment 

delivery across sites?

Was replication success achieved? 



Planning Systematic Replication Studies

1. Identify potential sources of effect heterogeneity based on subject matter theory and the Causal Replication 
Framework

2. Select replication design(s) for testing sources of effect heterogeneity

3. Plan measures for assessing and standardized reporting of replication design assumptions
4. Select metrics for evaluating replication success/failure

5. Ensure adequate statistical power for detecting replication success/failure

6. Pre-register hypotheses, research designs, diagnostic measures, replication success measures, and statistical 
power. 

Tips: 

• Report replication diagnostics even when prospective research designs are not possible. 
• Include an inter-disciplinary team for conducting systematic replication efforts



An Interdisciplinary Research Team

Research 
Methods

Data 
Science

Content 
Areas in 

Education

Using data science 
methods for 
improving 
implementation of 
replication studies

New methods for designing
and analyzing systematic 
replication studies

Reading, Special 
Education, ECE, and 
Teacher Preparation 
for identifying 
sources of effect 
variation



Thank you
Email: vcw2n@virginia.edu

Systematic Replication Resources:
Website: http://edreplication.org/

mailto:vcw2n@virginia.edu
http://edreplication.org/

